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I]l.—Ezamination and Analysis of the Mackenzie Manuscripts depo- 
sited in the Madras College library. By the Reverend WiLLi1aM 

TAYLOR. | 

Palm-leaf MS. No. 217, counter mark 74. 

A :—TAMIL. 

1.—Conga désa Rajékal. 

There are two copies of this valuable manuscript both of which were 
read and compared together. The one was found to be an imperfect 

copy of the other, having besides a considerable chasm in the middle : 

the superior copy has also a short break in the passage relating to a 

change of Visunu VerRv’aana of Talcdd from the Jaina to the Viish- 

nava faith ; there is also an omission of one or two names. In other 

respects the better manuscript is complete. The palm-leaves of this 

copy (and of the inferior one also) had suffered much from being eaten 

through by insects: in some places letters, in others words, were quite 

eaten away: these, however, could be made out by a little attention ; 

and to prevent further illegibility, I directed the manuscript to be re- 
stored in paper, forming a valuable record. 

Though the title indicates only a narrative of the ancient Conga-dé- 

sam (being as it would appear the same with the modern Coimbatore 

country) yet the work contains distinct chapters, or sections, which 

might be regarded as distinct productions on the Chéla, Oyisdla and 

Vijayanagara kingdoms ; these kings having been successively con- 

querors of the Conga country. The first record of the country goes up 

nearly to the commencement of the Christian era, and narrates the 

rule of some chiefs down to the close of the ninth century, and con- 

quest of the country about that time by ApiTya Varma a Chola prince. 

Various matters are narrated in connexion with this dynasty, and some 

light is thrown on the Pdndya-désam, such as the records ofthat 

kingdom would not own. The Cénga country then seems to have 

come under the rule of the Oyisdlas whose capital was above the 

Ghats, in the Mysore country. . These gave way before the Rayers, of 

Bisnagur. 

Both dynasties of Oyisdlas and Rayers are given from the com- 

mencement. The record is brought down to a period subsequent to 

the transfer of the remains of the Rayer power to Pennacéndai; and 

concludes with narrating warlike operations in the Mysore country, 

with the siege and storming of Seringapatam A. D. 1609-10, nearly 
two hundred years antecedent to a like event which made it for a time 
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so famous. At that time it is said to have come into the possession. of 

the raja Upiyar of Mysore. 

The manuscript is for the most part free from the mythological fable 

which usually disfigures Hindu documents, and is well supported by 

dates ; in general referred to inscriptions which are mentioned ; and 

many grants of land are specified with such reference. -On the whole 

this is one of the best, and most valuable manuscripts in the collection. 

A more full abstract is not here given seeing that sometime since, I 

translated the whole; and intend to transmit a copy of it to the Bengal 

Asiatic Society for insertion, if thought worthy by them of such dis- 

tinction, in the transactions of that illustrious Society. 

Professor WuiLson’s notice of this manuscript will be found in Des. 

Cat. Vol. I. p. 198. 

Books of Manuscripts on paper. Book No. 12, countermark 766. 

Section 1.—The universal deluge according to the account of the 

Jaina people in the Chettupat district. 

The account was given by one named Cavunpr’svaReR. There are 

some geographical details of the neighbourhood of the Himdlaya 

mountains, with chronological definitions dealing in magnificent periods 

of time, and narrating changes of those periods. Bounds of Dherma 

Candam, and Mléchch’ha Cdndam. The period of great heat—of fire 

—rain—previous to the deluge ; then other kinds of showers—among 

them of sugarcane juice—of poison—quintessence of poison ; by which 

means the earth sinks down depressed. ‘Then come showers of milk— 

nectar—water, and afterwards the earth becomes restored : grass, 

plants, shrubs, &c. re-appear. Men also again inhabit the earth, who 

dwell on it and increase. After forty thousand years, the Menus, and 

Chacravertis are born, and continue to rule. Then comes a period of 

twenty crores of crores of years, at the close of which the seven kinds 

of showers, as before, introduce the yuga praldya, or periodical deluge. 

Certain other changes occur down to the year 2480 of the kah-yuga, 

corresponding with the year of the era of Salivahana 1739 (A. D. 1817 

when possibly the account was given). After another 18,000 years, 

there will be extreme heat for 21,000 years, and then in the Dherma 

Candam only, the fire showers falling, will be followed by the periodi- 
cal deluge. 

Note. ‘This short paper is in Tamil strangely mingled with Prdkrit ; 

and the writing is so much faded as to be with difficulty legible. It 

contains the most extravagant exaggerations ; but illustrates obscure 

expressions in other manuscripts, as to fire-showers; and may be 
=~ 
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taken generally for a confirmation of opinion among the Jainas sub- 

stantially the same. as to the leading fact of the deluge with the opinions 

and records concerning the same great event by the Brahmanical Hin- 

dus. 

Section 2.—Account of a Raja of Chenji (Ginjee) who persecuted 

the Jaina people. 

In the year of Salivdhana 1400 (A. D. 1478, 9) Ca’varar Vunca- 
tapaTi Nayak ruled in Ginjee, over the Tiruvadi district near Vrid- 

dhachala. Being a man of a low tribe, he demanded of the brahmans 

who among them would give one of their daughters to him as a wife. 

They replied that if the Jainas would first give him a wife, they would 

themselves do the same. The brahmans. went to a famous Jaina in 

the Dindivanam district, who promised to give his daughter to the 

chieftain ; but instead of actually doing so, contrived to offer him a 

very cutting insult. The chief greatly incensed issued an order to de- 

capitate all the Jainas that could be met with. In consequence some 
Jainas emigrated : some adopted the Saiva religion ; some were slain, 

and some dissembled, secretly following their own rites. In Uppu- 

Véhir a disguised Jaina was taken at a pool of water while performing 

his evening ceremonies in the Jaina method, and was sent to Ginjee ; 

but as the chief had just then a child born in his house, he pardoned 

the Jaina. ‘This person after so narrow an escape vowed to devote 

himself to an ascetic life. | With some preparatory studies he fulfilled 

his vow. 
Another Jaina, through fear, had emigrated towards the south, 

passing from place to place, till at length in a dream he was directed 
not to go any further away. Immediately afterwards he heard of the 

approach of the Muhammadans towards his native place. He went to 

meet them, and advanced as far as Arcot ; where he acquired land to 
cultivate. | 

After some time he sent for the before mentioned Jaina ascetic ; 

and to prevent a strange religion being introduced, he located that per- 

son on his lands as a teacher and guide. Some time afterwards a 

brahman named Tarra’cHa’RyaR set up a pillar at Conjeveram and 

challenged any who might think proper to come and dispute with him. 

Hearing of this circumstance the aforesaid Jaina teacher named Vira- 
CHENA ACHA/RYA went thither, and overcame TaTTa’CHA’RYAR in 

polemical dispute, upset the pillar, and returned to Uppu-Véhir ; where 
he fell sick, and died. Subsequently the Jaina religion flourished 

greatly in that neighbourhood, and Tayamur Ubalear continued to 
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extend to persons of that persuasion flattering distinctions and privileges. 

Note. This paper was more legible than the former one, but in 

some places difficult to be restored. It seems to contain a plain tradi- 

tionary statement of matters not very remote ; and, in the main, may 

possibly be depended on. Many Jainas live in the neighbourhood of 

Arcot, Vellore, and Conjeveram. 

' Section 3.—Account of the Sdne’hya, and other modes of religious 
credence. | 

In the early times during the reign of a son of Bharata, the Muni 

Capila performed penitential austerities after the Jaina ( Vaishnava ) . 
mode. ‘There is a defective Prakrit sloca, or verse. Some notice 

follows of the foundation of the Sdanec’hya School by Carita. Notices 

of other persons with defective slocas. Account of leaders of the Jaina 

system, and of their disputations with the followers of other opinions.. 

Remark. ‘This paper is in the same handwriting, and mode of com- 

position, as Section 1, but the ink so much faded, as to leave the mean- 

ing provokingly unintelligible. The attempt to read it, and by conse- 

quence to restore it, has been a failure. The information that, if other- 

wise might have been obtained from it, we most probably possess from 
other sources. 

Section 4.—Customs and manners of the Jainas in the Chettupat 

district. 

This paper contains two parts, here designated by the letters A. 
and B. 

A. The Yetht Dherma and B. the Sravana Dherma. 

a. The Yethi Dherma is of ten kinds. 
1. Ardhyavam, to follow the right way, and teach it to others. 

2. Mard hava, to behave with reverence to superiors, and carefully 

to instruct disciples. 3. Satyam, invariably to speak the truth. 

4. Sdujam, mentally to renounce hatred, affection, or passion, and 

evil desire ; and outwardly to act with purity. 5. Tiydgam, to renounce 

all bad conduct. 6. Cshama, to bear patiently, like the earth, in time 

of trouble. 7. Tapasu, outward and inward self-mortification. 8. Brah- 

macharyam, to relinquish all sexual attachment, even in word or 

thought. 9. Aginchanam, to renounce the darkness of error, and to 

follow the light of truth. 10. Samyamam, duly to celebrate all special 
periods, festivals, or the like. 7 

bh. The Sravana Dherma is of eleven kinds, 1. Terisinigen, one 

who relinquishes certain unclean kinds of food, with killing, lying, theft, 

and all anxious cares. 2. Vritiken, one who eats not at night, is faith- 

ee SA as Ge a hea a 
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ful to his teacher, to his family, and to his religion ; he is self-restrained 

and keeps silence, and zealously renounces the use of all pleasant vege- 

tables. 3. Sdmdthiken, is one, who with the foregoing qualifications, 

renders homage to the Divine Being three times a day, morning, noon, 

and evening. 4. Proshépavasen, one who fasts on certain days, so 
appointed to be observed. 5. Sachitan-vrithen, one who with the 

foregoing dispositions renounces certain kinds offood. 6. Rdttiri bakh- 

ten, one who observes mortification during the day only. 7. Bramah- 

madchirya, one always occupied in contemplation of God. 8. Anaram- 

pan, one who quits cultivation, and all other secular occupations. 9. 

Aparigrahan, one who renounces all kinds of earthly gain. 10. Anu- 

mati-pinda-vrithen, one who forbears to eat even that which he had 

prepared. 11. Uteshta-pinda-vrithen, one who relinquishes dress, except 

for mere decency ; he carries a pot, and lives in the wilderness. 
B. The Purva-carmam and Apara-carmam. 

a. The Parva-carmam is of 16 kinds ; and relates to ceremonies pre- 

ceding birth, attendant on it, or consequent thereto; with any particular 

ceremonies attendant on special occasions, during life. 

b. The Apara-carmam is of 12 kinds, and relates to ceremonies 

consequent on death; the first being burning the body, and the others 

different rites appropriated to following days. The names only are 

given, without any explanation of the various ceremonies. 

Note. Section 4, A isin the Grantha-Sanskrit character, with a little 

Jaina-Tamil, towards the close. B is Jatwa-Tamil. Though not very 

legible yet the restoration has been effected, this section may have its 

use. 

Remark. Inthe Sradvana Dherma particularly, some resemblance 

appears to some peculiar and known tenents of the Pythagorean philo- 

sophy. PyruHaGoras is considered to have learned his system from the 

gymunosophists of India, usually confounded with the Brachmanes. But 

the Sanskrit term answering to gymnosophist is Digambara, usually 

understood to have belonged especially to the ancient votaries of Bud- 

dha, and from it the brahmans of the south coined the corrupt term 

Samandr, to denote the shameless sect of the Bauddhas or Jainas. 

I think that the tenets taught by PyrHacoras were those of the 

Indian Digambaras, or primitive Bauddhists ; and throw out the 

conjecture as perhaps meriting attention. 

Section 5.—Representation of the Juinas of the Chettupat district. 

A petition to Colonel Mackenzir, Surveyor General. 
The .Jaiwnd system was established in the Peninsula from very early 
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times, and had many fanes, with other buildings for sacred purposes, 

well endowed. The Saiva and Vaishnava systems arose in opposition ; 

and the brahmans of those classes, by their learning and magical arts 

brought over the kings, or other rulers, to their mode of credence ; fol- 

lowed up by persecutions of the Jatnas, their champions in polemical 

discussion being first overcome by magical means, and afterwards de- 

stroyed. Some well-disposed rulers knowing these proceedings protected 

the Jainas, and made allowances to their religious edifices. A Jaina - 

king from the north named YEMasITaLA, came to the Daudacdranya 

(the great Peninsular forest) and clearing it, brought a large colony of peo- 

ple from the north. But KuLo’rtunGa Cuota and ADo’npAt, took the 

country ; and by the counsel of the brahmans many Jaina edifices were 

appropriated to the Hindu system of worship, and other edifices were 

destroyed. At a subsequent period, the conquerors relenting, five Jaina 

fanes, at places specified, were protected and endowed. VIcRAMA | 

Cuo ta especially made a free-grant of land to the village of Chitambiir ; 

copy of the inscription on stone, recording this grant, having been sent 

to Colonel Mackenzie with the petition. About six hundred years 

ago YEDATA-RAYER, and VISHNUVA-DEVARAYER, gave 1400 pagodas 

as a free donation: the inscription commemorating this grant remains. 

About 200 years ago VENCATAPATI-RAYER gave a free donation of 

1000 pagodas: copy of the inscription, recording the grant, transmitted. 

The rulers of the Carnataca country gave donations. During the rule 

of the Muhammadans, as the brahmans were their agents, these, without 
knowledge of their employers, resumed the whole of the grants, with 

the exception of only 200 pagodas. Besides. Ipranim subadar fought 

with Ra’yasi of Arcot, and taking possession of the whole very unjustly 

left only 40 pagodas of the annual endowment. The /Jainas complained 

to the nabob (name not specified) who issued an order on the subject. 

but the messenger bringing the order was seized by the subadar, and 

ill-treated. Terrified by this proceeding the Jaimas made no more 

complaint, but committed their cause to God. When the Honorable 

Company had assumed the country, they removed the distress which the 

Jainas had suffered, and conducted themselves with equity to all. The 

people generally were restored to their privileges; the Hindus were em- 
ployed and favored, and the Saiwa and Vaishnava fanes protected ; but 

about 160 fanes belonging to the /aimas were neglected. The Chitam- 

bir fane, being ancient and distinguished, received some little notice, to 

the extent of 60 pagodas. Considering that the arrangement was made 

by servants of the Honorable Company, the Jainas were afraid to 
make any complaint. At length “as a child addresses its father” they 
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took courage to address the Government, pointing out the alleged invi- 

dious distinguishing favors, accorded to the Saivas and Vaishnavas 

above themselves, who were earlier established in this country (the 

Téndamandalam). ‘“ As we (says the petition) do not desire much, 
we now enclose a list of actually necessary expenses for Chitambir and 

other fanes.” 

Section 6.—Account of the Jaina fanes at Chitambur in the Chettupat 

district with list of expenses. 

The required expenditure referred to in the preceding article follows 

here ; but as it relates to very trifling items and to the supply of such 

articles as oil, incense, lights, and the like, it was not thought necessary 

to copy out this portion, which could be of no general interest. 

The following queries came after the list of required expenses ; and 

appear, as far as can be made out, to be inquiries given by Colonel 

Mackenzie to his agent named ApAvu: some of the inquiries would 

seem to have been answered by the foregoing and other papers. 1. From 

the early times to the present, the statement of kings who ruled, requires 

to be made, either from written history or from tradition. 2. Regula- 

tions of old and down to the present time, with the dates or periods of 

their authors required: also their countries, towns and eras are wanted. 

3. Eight thousand Munis were killed at Madura. In what particular 

places, and at what times did this event occur? 4. As the Jaina system 

is asserted to be the original one, at what time and place did it begin ? 

5. To what place in Ceylon were the Bauddhas first sent? 6. It is 

said that the world was destroyed by a flood, and only Satyavrdata pre- 

served: what do the Jaina books mention on that point? 7. What do ~ 

the Jainas say of showers of fire and of mud, destroying the earth ? 

8. From what country did the Ladas and Lebbis come? 9. The Yethi- 
dherma and Grihastha dherma. ............(the rest illegible). 

Section 7.—Account of Damara-pikam in the Arcot district. 

In the beginning of the era of Salivahana this country ( Téndaman- 

dalam ) was governed by the Curwmbers, who built forts ; and KuLor- 

TUNGA-CHOLA hearing that they were bad people, came and conquered 
the land which he gave to his-posterity. After some time, in the days 

of VIRA-JAMBU-RAYER, one named VIRA-VASANTA-RAYER acquired 

authority in this mud fort and changed the name to Vera-vasanta-puram, 

building temples, which after some time decayed, together with his 

authority. In the time of AcuyuTa-RAYER (of Bisnagar) an investiga- 

tion was made by him, who had a car made and a fane built to 

Varada-raja, with other similar matters. In the time of ZuLFECAR 
Qa 2 
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KHAN the country went to ruin. In the time of the nabob WaLLasau 
this mud-fort was attended to: a Ailladar and a revenue court were 

fixed there. In the great disturbance, many people from the vicinity took 

refuge within it.. The fort is fifteen cawnies in extent. Here follows 

a list of the fanes or temples, which are around it, together with sacred 

pools and porches. ; 

Section 8.— Account of ARZAKIYACHENAN and ANJATACANDAN, who 

ruled in the old fort of Azilam in the Arcot district. 

Anciently all this surrounding country was waste. The above-men- 

tioned persons came from the north, and built forts on the hills named 

Cuthirdi-tondi, and Vaiyali-téndi, with a town named Arzagu-chenai, 

having a palace therein, with a surrounding wall and gates: they also 

formed a lower fort, and an upper citadel. These chiefs extended their 

authority to some distance around, strengthened by fortified posts ; and 

being without fear of superiors they began to molest the common people. 

Matters being thus, about three hundred years ago “ our forefathers” 

came from the district of Srz-satlam in the north, to this country ; from 

what cause is not known. By the permission of YommunaRr who built 

the fort of Vellore, they resided under his authority, and constructed a 

small military fort, becoming a check on the before-mentioned marauding 

chieftains. They formed five villages into one district, and protected 

the people. From that time, downwards, whether they held the 

land by Sarveméntyam (independent right) or by Artamdnium (half 
right) ee donot know. Subsequently from the time of SappuLia 
Kuan, they were accustomed to pay a small and easy tribute. From 
the time of Rayagi’s Subah that easy taxation ceased, and a regular tri- 
bute to the full extent was paid. In the time of the nabob in conse- 

quence of the molestation of one named Si1La-NAYAKEN (supposed to be 

some predatory chief) we built a smali fort of brick for protection, and 
gave a maintenance to the troops that kept it from the proceeds of 
the land. 

After the assumption of the country by the Honorable Company that 
allowance was discontinued, and the fort now only remains. We conti- 
nue to cultivate the ground, and pay tribute to the Company like others ; 
sometimes by direct tax to Government, and sometimes by an interme- 
diate lease to farmers. There are two old fanes, one Saiva, one 
Vaishnava, in the neighbourhood. Some other unimportant details of 
fanes, sacred pools, &c. at the close of the document. 

Remark. Compared with other papers the opening portion of this 
section may throw a ray of light additional on the state of the Carnatic 
under the early Muhammadan, or else the Vijeyandgara government. 
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The narrative implies its having been written down from the oral com- 

munication of villagers, apparently of the Ved/dla, or agricultural class : 
claiming by tradition a descent from persons who emigrated hither 

from Sri-sdilam in the north. 

Section 9.—An account of Pundi, a Jaina fune in the Arnee 

district. 

This is a shrine of Arhat of the Jainas, of great consequence. The 

paper. commences with a poetical description of the paradise in the 

midst of which it was built. The occasion was the following :—Two 

Védars, (of the tribe of wild-hunters,) one named IrumMBan, the other 

PonpAN, came thither, in order to dig up an edible kind of root. 

There was an ascetic who like VaLmica was doing penance in a white 

ant-hill, when these hunters in digging struck him on the breast with 

their implement. The hunters afraid shaded the spot with branches, 

and daily brought to the ascetic, who was named TxKU-MANI-NATHAR, 

offerings of honey, flour, fruits, and roots. After doing so for a long 

time, another Muni came thither, named SaMaya-NATHAR, on seeing 

whom the Vrepars became almost lifeless through dread; but on his 

manifesting tokens of favor they recovered self-possession. The Vedars 
said to him “ There is a god like to yourself in our quarter.” The Muni 

being rejoiced bid them shew him where, which they speedily did with 

great reverence. Under his instructions the foundations of a shrine to 

Aruat were laid with the prescribed ceremonies. The two Védars 

afterwards hastily ran away, taking with them their bows and arrows to 

the Rayer to whom they reported that they brought good news which 

would remove his troubles. On the Rayer inquiring what it was, 

PunpAN reminded him of a promise from him~of giving even to the 

extent of half his dominions, if an evil spirit which possessed his sister, 

and which had destroyed all who attempted to exorcise it, could be cast 

out. While the man was speaking, this spirit quitted the woman, who 

came forth dressed, a plate of flowers in her hand, with which she set 

out to visit the residence of the Muni whose power had cured her. 

The Rayer and his family followed after, and on coming to the place, 

they all paid homage to the sage. On the Rayer asking him what he 

demanded, he required that the begun temple should be properly finish- 

ed: which the Rayer accordingly directed to be accomplished. The 

two Védars had villages given them which afterwards bore their respec- 

tive names; and when one of the Munis died, the other continued to 

reside in or near the shrine. 

Note. This paper from the fading of the ink, caused great trouble in 

restoring particular passages, with a few failures in making out some 
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words, and letters. The general sense is however, preserved. It is in 

poetical Tamil, of the plainer sort, and merely the legend of a Jaina fane. 

The Rayer’s name is not mentioned, nor any date. Accordingly the 

only use of the document is to illustrate native manners, and the mode 

of the introduction of the Jaina system at a remote period. The tribe 

of Védars (a pure Tamil word having no connexion with the Sanskrit 

word Véda) were not Hindus; but, according to indications in these 

papers, they were the earliest inhabitants of the peninsula, giving way 

before the Curumbars, even as these also were superseded by the pure 

Hindus. In Hindu writings the term Védar is synonimous with every 

thing low, vile and contemptible under a human form. 

Section 10.—An account ofa hillock of white pebbles (fossil remains ) 
at Callipihyir in the district of Chettup at. 

To the east of the above village there is a-hillock entirely of white. 

stones. The hierophant of the fane in that village, gave the following 

account of them. Two récshasas named VATHEN and VIL-VATHEN 

lived here, and, were accustomed to feast foot-travellers in the following 

manner: VIL-VATHEN first slew his younger brother VATuEN and then 

cooked him in pots out of which he fed the traveller. The meal being 

finished ViL-vaTHEN called on his brother by name, who came forth 

alive, rending the bowels of the guest, who dying in consequence both 

of the savages feasted on his body. On the occasion of the marriage of 

Srvuand Parvati, at Cailasa, they dismissed AGastya, sending him 

to the mountain Pothaiya in the south; who, on the road, came by the 

residence of these rdcshasas, and was treated with great civility by 

ViL-vATIEN, and the usual meal. On its being finished ViL-vATHEN 

called his brother; and AGasTya, penetrating the state of the case, 

took up the words and added a word or two of Sanskrit, in consequence 
of which mantra the body of VATHEN dissolved, and passed away, with- 

out doing AGAsTya any mischief. He denounced a woe on VIL-vATHEN 

who died. The bones of these two rdcshasas having fallen to pieces, 
and becoming petrified, are now termed white pebbles. 

Remark. Setting aside the ridiculous fable, a tradition like this implies 

that the Hindus designate savages by the term récshasas ; and that 

possibly (as Dr. Lreypen has intimated) cannibalism was common in 

India, among the tribes supplanted by Brakhmanism or Bauddhism. The 

hillock itself if really a fossil petrifaction should be an object of attention 
to the naturalist. 

, 
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Section 11.—Account of the fone of Tiruwvapadi and of the ancient 
Sort of Adi-narrayen Sambhuva Rayer at Vayalar in the 

Chettupat district. | 

In the ancient times Parasara-risuI (father of VyAsa,) and MAr- 
CANDAYA-RISHI, retired for penance to this mountain named Sridari- 

sanam. VisHnu came thither to see them, and remained reposing on 
ATHI-SESHA ; giving mécsham (or eternal happiness), to such as came 

to worship him there: these visitors being not men, but the inferior 

gods. They formed mountain-pools for bathing, which now make five 

cascades. The tirthas (or pools), are designated by names. In one of 

them the footsteps of Visunvu are visible by the marks left. A little to 

the east of this hill Vira Narrayana SamBuuva RayeEn built a fort, 

governed the country, and made some charitable grants. Fragments of 

buildings in_ brick-work indicate the site of this fort. His palace was 

on a hill at some distance westward ; where also vestiges appear. There 

is also a Vaishnava fane. As only a few dwellings are in that place 
it is now called Vayaliér (a hamlet in the open fields). At the foot of the 

hill there was once a Saiva fane, of which now only the emblem of 

Siva remains. Under the hill are other antique vestiges, among them 

of a wide street with mantapas (or porches), and other similar things, 

appendages to Hindu worship. In a former yuga (or age) the Vinara 

(sylvans) paid homage to RAMa, the incarnation of Visunvu ; and when 

the latter returned to Vdicontha, he called for them: some followed 

him, and some remained, continuing to the present day, in Vaishnava 
fanes, to attend on the god. The black-faced species of ape especially 

abounds in this district. 

This statement was written according to the account given by the 

_ NaMuHIAN (brahman) of Tiruvayipadi, and of Vencatésa-muthdéliar. 

Remark. From an account like this we can extract nothing more 

than the certainty of some head town of a district, having existed under 

a chief, whose name elsewhere appears, and who may have been among 

the chiefs arising out of the ruins of the ancient Chola dynasty. 

Section 12.—An inscription on a slab at the entrance of a Jaina fane 

at Turakal in the district of Vandivasi. 

The inscription commemorates the grant by TIRUMUCAPA SVASTA 

sr1 GOVA-PERUN-SINGHEN, of a Pallichantam (alms-house), to the offi- 

ciating hierophants and their assistants. It has no date except the 

specification of Carteceya month (part of November). It is in Tamil 

mingled with Prakrit in the usual Jaina manner ; and does not appear 
to be complete, unless the sign at the end be intended to denote (&c.) 
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by the copyist, as not having transcribed the whole, which seems to be 

not improbable. 

A remark by Appavu (Col, Macxenzie’s Servant.) 

In Turdkal there is a small hill, on which there is a curious Jaina 

fane, and another one at the base. In one place there is an image of 

fine workmanship, and in another place four well sculptured images. 

In the latter there are three inscriptions, -respectively in the Canarese, 

Tamil, and Sanskrit, of which the letters would require great pains to 

copy, or decipher. There is the unfinished commencement of a sculp- 

tured cave, like those at Mavalipuram, and several natural caves around 

the hill; in three of which there are Jaima images, on seats (or pedes- 

tals): they say that Jaina ascetics lived in these caves. There was most 

probably a Jaina subah (or assembly) here in former times. The de- 
scription and account were obtained from LoGa-NATHA-NAYANAR. 

Section 13.—An account of Aragiri hill, near the village of Arun- 
gunram in the Arcot district. 

In the Scinda-purdna by Vepa-VyaSsa, an account is given of a 

place three and a half yojanas (leagues of 10 miles each) west of Con- 

_jeveram ; where there was a celebrated fane endowed by many rijus, 

as KuLotruNGA CHOoLa, and others. Notice of festivals in the 

neighbourhood. In the fanes of Zirtha-ndthar, and Cudapa-nathar, 

are inscriptions of the year 1120 era of Salivdhana. On a large stone 

there is an inscription of the time of KuLorrunca CuoLa commemo- 

rating a treaty between JamBU-RayYEN who ruled in west country, the 

conqueror of the Panprya king, and rdja Crsart Varma. There 

are besides many other inscriptions, commemorating grants by other 

persons. The Muhammadans broke up this fane, and used the materials 

in building Arcot. In the shrine of one of the emblems of Stva, to the 

north-east some offerings continue to be paid. There is a perpetual 

spring (fountain) near the place. In the era of Salivéhana 1122, one, 

named CuenGenrt VicraMa Rayer JAMBu-RayeEn, built a fane to 

the (grdma devati) village tutelary goddess : an inscription on a pillar 

of the porch is the attestation. Various benefactors built and endowed 

particular places, and after their time a chieftain named ANJaTHI 

Caupsn acquired authority and fixed boundary gates at a great dis- 

tance around. At that time. Vellore, Arcot, and Arnee (forts) were 

not built: when these were constructed that chieftain’s power had 
passed away. ‘To the paper is appended a list of ten sacred pools, and 
two larger reservoirs. 
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Observation. The foregoing paper seems to afford some historical 

indications ; and the neighbourhood therein referred to would seem to 

abound in remains of some antiquity. Should the inscriptions not 

prove to be found among those in the collection, from the Conjeveram 
district, they would perhaps merit an attentive examination. We find 

herein a confirmation of Section 11, and that JamBpu Rayer (or 
-SamBuuva Rayzr) was probably the titular name of some series of 

rajas, or important chieftains. P 

Note. From Section 10 to 13 the handwriting differs, and with a 

few exceptions, is legible, not causing much difficulty, these sections 
have been satisfactorily restored, though in a very few years more the 
ink would have entirely faded. | 

(A paper not sectionized in the list at the head of the Book No. 12.) 

Account of the Vellore Muhammadan Chiefs, composed by VELLI 

CanpDalyaR. 

In the course of the Cali-yuga, GHuLAM ALI KHAN ruled in Vel- 

lore. He had four sons. The names of these are mentioned, and their 

rule. AcBar MuHammaD ALI was the youngest, and most distinguished. 

In his time one named Sita Nayaken made great disturbance in the 

country. A force was sent against him of which the marchings and 

halts are stated. On coming to the boundary of Sita Nayakugn, spies 

were sent, who after having ascended the hill-fort of Stra Nayaken 

returned, and reported that they had seen only women. As many of 

these as should be taken were ordered to be sent to Arcot ; and one 

named RanGapa CueETTI, advised to have their hands and feet cut off, 

which it is implied was done. Mention is made of a lame Pandit, who 

supplied SApat ULLa KHAN with ten lakhs of money. The cause of 

the above hostile movement is stated to have originated in a disagree- 
ment between Sita NayaKeEn, and one named VaRaDaIyAR ; who had 

been accustomed mutually to accommodate each other with loans to the 

extent of 30,000 pieces of money. But on one occasion the loan of 

only 4,000 was refused to Sina Nayakrn. In resentment Sita Naya- 
KeN waylaid the pregnant daughter of Varapatyar, and after seizing 

her, had her bowels ripped open, the foetus taken out and its place 
supplied with thorns ; the abdomen being afterwards sewed up. VaRa- 
DAIYAR went to Arcot ; and, by Muhammadan aid, effected the destruc- 

tion of his cruel neighbour. 

Observation. Exclusive of the above, there is some absurd matter 

as to the derivation of the name of the Paldr (or milk-river) and of 
the Shadaranya; which will be found to be better given elsewhere 

R 
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in these papers. There is also a very loose paragraph of no weight, as 

to what the writer had heard of the Muhrattas, and Muhammadans, int 

the Peninsula. It states that the Ztayer ruled 500 years before the 

Muhammadans, the Vellulas for 700 years before the Rayer. Three 
hundred years preceding are not filled up with any name ; and antece- 

dently to that period the Séra, Chola, Pandiya kings, and the Chacra- 

vertis ruled. 

This is not a well written paper. Its only use seems to be to explain 

who was Sita NayakeEn before referred to (Section 8); and to shew 

how ruthless human nature can sometimes be, under particular circum- 

stances. 

— Section 14.—Account of Tirupanang Kadu in the district of 
Trruvatur. 

Reference to the marriage of Siva and Parvati, on Cailisa.. The 

assembly of vishis, and others, among them AGasTya and PuLastaya; 

at which time the earth was irregular in height, and AGasrya received 

an order to go and make the earth equal, or level. A promise, that 

Siva would appear to him by the way, was accomplished at this place, 

called Tirupenang Kéddu, as being situated in the Douducdranya, 

abounding with Pauwna (i.e. palmyra) trees. Ata subsequent period - 

three celebrated poets named SuNTsRueR, APPAR, and SamMpauTaR 

came to Tivruvatir, and sung the praises of that place. A little to the 

south of Tiruvatir, at Tirupanang Kddu, the god appeared to them 

in the guise of an old man—struck the ground with his sdélam, pro- 

ducing water—and provided food. Subsequently a Chola king who 

had incurred the guilt of killing a brahman came this way, and to re- 

move that guilt, seeing the place without a fane, he built a double shrine 

for the god and goddess, with the usual accompaniments and grants, 

recorded by inscriptions. After the Chola kings had passed away, one 
named TaMaLa-varzE built a large mantepa (porch) in front of the 
shrine with a mud fort around. Subsequently some district chieftains 

turned this fortification into a stronghold, and put troops therein. In- 
the time of ANaverpHA KHAN, nabob of Arcot, 500 Mahrattas came 

by treaty and treacherously took the fort, killing Mu’rt1-Nayaken its 
commander, and rasing it to the ground. The families of people for 
ten miles round, through fear of the Mahratta cavalry, had taken re- 

fuge in the fort ; many of these the Mahrattas killed, while some 

escaped wounded. The shrine was plundered, and its service ceased. 
In the time of Fdyaji the ruler of Arcot, a wealthy man from Madras 

made some endowments. In the great Muhammadan troubles worship 
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ceased. The brahmans did not succeed in obtaining the patronage of 
the Hon’ble Company. A brahman made some repairs, with alms 
collected by him; and the Ciimbhdbishégum (or transfer of the inhe- 
rent divinity of the image, into a pot of water), was performed during 
the process of the repairs. 

Section 15.—Account of the tribe of Nohkurs in the Tiruvatir 
district. 

This class of mountebanks arose about the year 214 era of Saliva- 
hina. They acquired skill by the assistance of Devi (or Durga). 
On one occasion they especially exerted themselves at Trinomali, fix- 
ing their pole on the top of one of the loftiest turrets of that fane ; and 
going through their feats as though the pole was fixed on the ground. 
They then, as a body, begged of the spectators to affiliate them into 
their tribes ; which request was refused. At length the tribe of wea- 
vers consented to receive and incorporate them into that tribe. Hence 
they are considered to be the weavers adopted children. 

Note. ‘These people have not the appearance of Hindus. Perhaps 

they came to India about the abovementioned period ; and they would 

desire to be naturalized. I have heard another account of their origin. 

They may add a class to the number of those who, being in this coun- 

try, are not aboriginally Hindus. 

Il].—Manuscript Book, No. 15, countermark 769. 

Section 1.—Account of the war of TonpaMan CHACRAVERTI and 
VISVAVASU raja. 

Aponpal the son of KuLottunGa Cuota having destroyed the 

Curumbars, and cleared the waste-lands, ruled the country. Its four 

boundaries are mentioned, and a hyperbolical description is given of its 

splendor and power. A king from the north named Visvavasu came 

with a great army and fought with him for a year, by which much of 

the country was laid waste, and the whole conquered, .ADoNpaI fled 

with some scattered remnants of his forces, and-lived for some time on 

fruits and roots, the spontaneous productions of the earth. While 

wandering about a temple of golden-colored turrets struck his view: 

he entered and worshipped Isvara and Isvani’ therein; and deter- 

mined to remain there. After some time he was favored with a vision 

of the local nwmina, who assured him that his adoration was accepted, 

and promised him a great army, with the entire recovery of his posses- 

sions. As TonpamMan was afraid of his adversary, this fear was re- 
proved ; and as a sign he was told, that on going to the encounter, he 

R 2 
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should find at a certain place the figure of Nandi (the bullock vehicle 

of Siva), which usually looks at the gate of a shrine, turned the other 

way. A greatly exaggerated description is given of the battles ; which 

resulted in favor of AponpAI, who at length, with his own hand, cut 

down Visvavasa rdja. This last (in the Hindu poetical fashion) is 

then represented as turning into a celestial form ; and addressing the 

conquerer, he gives an account of the cause why he was banished from 

Inpra’s presence, to bea king on earth, and to have his form restored 

by the hand of a votary of S1va. After declaring the right of the 

conqueror to rule over the land, he went to the invisible world. The 

victorious ADONDAI appointed ministers to assist him, and returning to 

Suriti-purt (the place of the former vision) he made great additions of 

shrines and ornaments, and caused the public festivals to be conducted 

with regularity. : 

Remark. This is only another and more poetical version of an ac- 

count otherwise mentioned in other papers of the collection. The 

leading fact, that ADONDAI conquered and regulated the Zondaman- 

- dalam is unquestionably historical. The means will be found to exist 

in the collection of bringing out the connected circumstances in full 

detail. 

Section 2.—Account of Arcot ; derivation of the word ; first and se- 

cond settlement ; and subsequent history. ; 

The Brahmdnda-purdna is adduced as an authority that Mandi (the 

vehicle of S1va) for some fault was sentenced to become a stone on 
earth, and accordingly became a mountain, called Nandi-dirga (Nun- 

didroog). Visunu interceded with Siva, on behalf of Nandi. Siva 

ordered GANGa’ in his hair, to fall on the fountain, (the river Puldér 

rises from Nundidroog) and to wash away the fault of Nandi. GANGA’ 

replied that if she descended on earth she wished Siva and Visunu to 

be in their shrines on the banks of the river, and that she might run 

between both te the sea. The request was conceded, and Siva came 

to Canchipiram (Conjeveram) im the shape of abrahman. An account 

of the images of Siva ; and of the six vishts who established them. The 

waste country wherein these six ascetics dwelt was termed Shaduranya 
(in Tamil Aru-Cdédw) “ six wildernesses ;’ whence came the word, popu- 

larly written and pronounced, Arcot. 

When Kotorrunea Cuo.a, and his illegitimate son Aponpat had 

conquered the foresters of the country, they saw that this Shadadranya 

had been the abode of sacred ascetics; and hence they built many fanes 

with the usual accompaniments at Cdnchipuram and other places, 
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Subsequently the edifices built by them went to ruin; and the country 

became a wilderness, as it had been before. Thus it remained for some 

time till Nata BomMa-NAYaDu, and TimMa-NAyapu, being on a hunt- 

ing excursion from Pennacondat, hearing there was a multitude of beasts 

jn this forest, came hither. They saw an old hare chase a fierce tiger 

and seize it by the throat, at which they were surprised: they consi- 

dered this to be an auspicious place; and, having caused it to be colo- 

nized, they cut down the forest termed Arcddu, and built there a stone 

fort, with treasure discovered by Anjanam, (a kind of magic, ) and ruling 

there the power descended to several generations. At length ZULFECAR 

Kua’n, with a Muhammadan force, came into the country, and, after fight- 

ing with the raja of Ginjee for twelve years, he took the hill-fort of 

Ginjee, and placed Dau’D Kuan in this country as his subadar. Ginjee 

and other places were included in the district of Arcot, and the subah 

of Ascot thenceforward became famous. Davu’p Kuan after regulat- 

ing all things went to the north. ZutFecar Kuan colonized the coun- 

try with Muhammadans, and greatly improved it. He was superior to 

the former Carndtaca raja, and he made some benefactions to Hindu 
fanes. From the constant increase of inhabitants the town became very 

large. During this Muhammadan rule, it was not allowed to the Hindus 

to build large houses, or to travel in any conveyance. If any such 

thing appeared the persons connected therewith were seized, fined, and 

reduced to poverty. Such being the case with the settled residents, the 

persons employed as servants, were six months on fatigue duty, with a 

bundle of rice in their hands, and another six with their hands tied 

together in fetters. At length when the English came into power, and 

the disturbances had ceased, as Arcot was a large town it received much 

attention ; and the inhabitants were happily released from their troubles. 

Remark. The former part of this section is merely of etymological 

consequence, but the latter portion, as to the founding of Arcot, is valu- 

able, and is capable of being joined in its proper place, with the other 

portions of real history to be gathered, here and there, from the materi- 

als which form this collection. 

Section 3.—Account of the Bauddha rdjas who ruled in the seven- 
walled Fort of Arzipada tang. 

Anciently the Bauddhas ruled over one-third of the country forming 

the Déudaciranya. They built a large fort with seven walls, called as 
above. There were Bauddhist fanes of celebrity at various places 

among them at Conjeverum. ‘The last of their rulers was YEMASITHA- 
Lan. Many persons came to them from a great distance in the north 
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teaching their doctrinal and polemical sastvas. They became very accom- 

plished in their religious ways. They were united among themselves, 

and sent their children to a great distance to receive instruction. 

Two persons named AcaLancan and NIsHCALANGAN produced a 

persecution by privately writing in a Lauddha book that the Jaina sys- 

tem was the best one. A device was had recourse to in order to discover 

the authors ; and, on being discovered, they were forced to flee for their 

life, hotly pursued ; when NisucaLanean, by sacrificing his life, contriv- 

ed to allow ACALANGAN to escape, charging him, on succeeding to spread 

their system. The Bauddhas, in the heat of the moment had tied a 

piece of flesh in all the Jaina fanes, with a sléca of contemptuous import. 

AcaLANGAN after his escape put a vessel containing ordure in the Buud- 

dha fanes, with another siéca in retaliation. Under these circumstances — 

of discord, the vvja ordered an assembly of Bauddha, and Jaina, learned 

men to dispute with each other, and to finish within a specified time, 

when he would himself embrace the victorious system, and put all of the 

opposite party to death by grinding them in oil-mills. The Bauddhas 

concealed themselves behind a thin cloth enclosure, so as to see their 

opponents without themselves being seen, and managed the discussion 

by means of doing homage to an evil goddess: as the appointed term 

approached the Jainas became anxious for their lives. In this extremity 

ACALANGAN had recourse to a goddess named SvALa-Devi, who ap- 

peared to him, and gave him a phrase to use, which would mean, 

“‘what more?” or “ what is there behind?” bidding him kick with his 

foot behind the veil or curtain. On the morrow AcaLaNnGaN inquired | 

“what more?” or “what is there behind?” and at the same time 

by kicking at the curtain, he broke a large jar in which the fer- 

mented juice of the palm-tree had been kept, wherein from long 

standing there were worms, and whence an offensive smell proceeded. 

The king in consequence declared the Bauddhas to be conquered, to 

which they were compelled to accede. ACALANGAN was afterwards 

admitted to the raja’s presence, and became his instructor—There is a 

reference to further matter on the subject contained in book No. 27. 

Remark. Under restriction as to that reference, it may be observed 

that from this section the Bauddhas and Juinas clearly appear to have 

lived together as people of one religion under two modifications; the 

Juinas gradually increasing by coming from the north, and that a casual 

dispute only led to the violence of a schism. The account is an ea-parte 
one from the Jainas, who seem to have supplanted the Bauddhas. The 

statement that these last hada fane at Conjeveram is consistent with 

vestiges found there, and elucidates a part of the Madura Sthalla-pu- 
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réina, while it affords an idea as to the time; checking the extravagance 

of that Purdna. Supposing the statement received from the Juinas to 

be with them a matter of record, or correct tradition, we may conclude 

with certairity that incidents inthe Madura Purana, carried up to a high 

antiquity, were not more remote than the early part of the Christian 

era. In this way, I conceive, documenis which seem to be trifling in 

themselves may, by comparison with other documents, assist in eluci- 

dating points of actual history. The Brahmans and the Fauddhas 

or Jainas, ate the best possible checks on each other. The pu- 

nishment by grinding to death in oil-mills, is one well known to Indian 

History ; and in the progress of development of these papers it will be 

seen that Bauddhas and Jainas were subjected to it, at a later period, by 

Aindu kings, under Brahmanical influence. | 

Section 4.—Account of the destruction of Eight Thousand Jainas by 
the famous SAUMPAUTAR-MURTI, at Punat-takai-matam. 

This is an account considerably ornamented ; and much resembling 

the accounts which we otherwise have of the destruction of the Samunat 

at Madura ; herein also referred to. The site of the transaction is how- 

ever different, the name of the king who is concerned is not mentioned 

nor yet the name of his kingdom. I am doubtful whether the transac- 

tion be not the same with that which occurred at Madura. At all 

events the paper is worth translating, as a note, or illustration, to any 

leading view of the whole subject. The general fact that SAMPAUTAR 

was the inciter of an extensive and cruel persecution of the Bauddhas 

or Jainas, by the Saivas, is historical. 

Section 5.—Account of the first founder of the Chola kingdom, named 
TAYAMAN-NALLI. 

Anciently the Piundiya; Chola, and Ténda countries were one vast 

forest, called after Daupaca a rdcshasa that dwelt in it. RAma brought 

several people from the north, and one person, named TAYAMAN-NALLI 

settled at T'richinopoly ; then surrounded by a vast wilderness. He 

built a fane and placed an emblem of Siva, called after his own name, 

on the rock: he also paid great attention to cultivation. He had a son 

called Vun-cuotan, from connecting the Cawery river with the Ven- 

nar, and thereby fertilizing an enlarged extent of country. His son 

was CaRI-CauDA-CHOLA so called from having embanked the Cauwvery 
river. 

Remark. Of the accuracy of this paper I have some doubts, chiefly 
because the name of the fane on the top of the rock of Trichinopoly is 

said to be an epithet of Stva of the same import, in Tamil, with Mdétri- 
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bhuvesvara in Sanskrit; that is “ Srva who became a mother,” from a 

fable that Stva gave suck to an orphan ; being no doubt some historical 

circumstance, veiled under an emblem, or hieroglyphic. The name was 

also borne by a famous adwita poet at Trichinopoly. Whether it belong- 

ed to a colonist from the north, as stated in this paper, I would leave 
others to determine. 

General Note to Manuscript Book, No. 15. 
The paper on which this book is written remains in good preserva- 

tion, unattacked by insects. But the writing being very pale, and liable 

to early illegibility, pointed it out for restoration. The contents of the 
book are of average interest, and a few passages are rather special. 

IV.—Carnataca rdéjakal Savistara Charitra, or a General history of 
the Peninsula. 

(Palm-leaf Manuscript, No. 214, countermark 75.) 

This work, which is of no ordinary interest or importance, professes to 

be ageneral history of Peninsula India, Muhammadan as well as Hindu, 

and to include the period from the commencement of the Cali-yuga, 
corresponding with the installation of PartcsHira son of ABIMANYA, 

-and grandson of ArJunas, down to Cali-yuga 4908, being Acheya year 
of the Hindu cycle, era of Vicramaditya 1864. Salivéhana saca 1729, 

(A. D. 1807-8.) It is a great pity that there is a small chasm in one 
place, and a much larger one in another, though not in the most valua- 

able portions. The general nature of the work may best appear from 

the following abstract, often little more than a mere index to the con- 

tents. 

Introduction. Theusualinvocation. The author’sname NaRARyYA- 
NEN of the Anantakoén race of Ginjee. The book was composed while 

Lord W. Bentinck was Governor of Madras, at the special request 

of Colonel Wit~trAm Macteop then Commissioner at Arcot; who 

desired NARRAYANEN to write down a narrative of events in India from 

the earliest times, as such an account would be very acceptable to EKuro- 

peans. In consequence of this request NarrayaNneEN felt great anxiety 

that his work should be complete and authentic ; and, after six months 

preparatory study, during which he specially procured the aid of learned 

Muhammadans, and acquired from them all the details of their books and 

records, he wrote down this compendium of results. He offers the 

customary apology to authors and critics for any deficiency that may be 

found in his production. 

The Narrative. 

The first Cdnda or section, on primeval matters. A reference to the 

creation of elementary principles ; the Brahmdndam or mundane egg} 
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the formation therein of the different orders of beings and things. The 

greater and lesser periods, or ages, periodical deluge ; formation of infe- 

rior gods, aswras, and men; Avatdras of VisHNu; eclipses, how ac- 

counted for; fasting at that time peculiar to India; Hindu notions of 

geography, mention of Nipal, Moghulistén, Tirkistén and Hindustan 
proper. The birth of CrisHna about one hundred years before the 

end of the Dwdpara-yuga, and his building the tewn of Dwdraca, on 
the sea-coast, and reigning there. ‘His actions are stated in plain lan- 

guage, divested of the marvellous. 

The second Cdnda, er section, relating to the royal line of Hastind- 

pur. 

~ The genealogy of the race deduced from Sdéma. Accounts of the 
Pandavas, and other persons, similar to matters in the Mahabharata, 

but reduced to simple narrative, by the rejection of hyperbolical meta- 

phors. <A long lapse of time given to the later descendants subsequent 

to JANAMEJEYA. VICRAMADITYA conquered and ended that race 

References to SALIVAHANA and Buo’sa raja, with their successors (of 

great value if authentic), down to year of the Cal-yuga 3700, about 
which time is fixed the commencement of the Hegira ; Hindu kings 

ruled 591 years after that period. ‘The conquest of Dedhi placed in 

the reign of Parrnu. Rise of the Muhammadan ascendency. 

The third Canda or section. Account of the Willaet, or original 
country of the Muhammadans. 

Geographical details and definition of the country north-west of the 

Indus, adapted to aid in fixing the reference of names in Pauranic geo- 

graphy ; mention of ALEXANDER’S victory over Darius ; extended notice 

of ancient ran and Turan ; rise of MunAmmMap in year of Vicramdditya 

621, era of Salivahana 486; notices of the CALIPHS his successors ; 

a somewhat full account of Hassan and Hoéssen; various subordinate 

matters ; Cersian invasion of Multan and Lahore, (by way of Candahér 

and Cébul) against Rama Deva king of that part of the country, 

( Hegira 431,) who routed the invaders and drove them back across the 
Indus at Attock. Reference to Firpavsi author of the Shah Nameh, 

the insufficient reward given to him, which he bestowed in charity, and 

satirised the promise-breaking patron. Invasion of Delhi from Persia 

taking tribute ; extension of the eruption in the Deccan ; plunder of the 

Carndtaca country extending as far as Seringapatam. Images of gods 

taken thence, and carried to the Pddshéh at Delhi; RAMaNUJA was 

then at Seringapatam, and went to the Padshdh at Delhi ; by making 
interest through the medium of the Pddshdh’s daughter he recovered 

S 
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the sacred images and brought them back; the Pddshah after making 

a treaty ‘with the De//i monarch returned to Irdx. Another invasion 
in the year of the Hegira 622, with subordinate matters. 

The 4th Section on Delhi affairs. 

In Hegira 625, Sulton Caras pin Pédshéh invaded Multén and was 
defeated. There are many following details of battle and negociations, 

not well admitting of an abstract. At a later period there is special men- 

tion of Mirza ALA UDDIN GorG, as having conquered BAHARAM SHAH 

and being seated on the throne of Delii. He sent to demand tribute 

from the southern kings in India, which was not given, and the refusal 

led to various hostilities. Affairs of Gujerat are introduced. Firoz Suan 

is said to have acquired extensive power in Hindustan. Other details 

of more or less importance are given. ; 

The 5th Section. Account of ‘Timur. 

A shepherd boy named TAYAMU’R, was in the habit of leading out 

a few sheep belonging to his mother to the forest, wherein one day he 

met a holy man; who, in a manner minutely detailed, prophetically 

announced his future sovereignty, and that he should be the head of a 

dynasty of twenty-one kings. At 18 years of age Tavamu’r discovered 

treasure in a well : relinquishing the care of sheep, he assembled troops 

and made successful incursions on Jrdén. He overcame various chief- 

tains, and conquered the troops sent against him by the Pddshdh, de- 

feated the Pddshah himself and took him prisoner. In Hegira 773, 

Tayamu’R imposed tribute on Irdn. He subsequently attacked the 

kingdom of Turdn. Tayamu’r gave to four of his sons, four kingdoms. 

He invaded Afghdnistdén and overthrew its ruler. Subsequently Taya- 

wu’Rr invaded Hindustan. He sat down on the Delhi throne Hegira 801. 

Minor details. Transactions with the Shah of Roum. Intending to invade 

the empire of China, he fell sick and died on the. way H. 807 : various 

details of the Delhi empire follow. Ata later period some notices of 

Oudipore and Jeypore are given. . 

(A small chasm occurs, the realities me. 51, being wanting ; it may 

be recovered, and space is left for it in the restored copy.) 

Some details respecting Humaiun SHAH, his recovery of courage 
after the loss of his kingdom ascribed to a singular reproof unconscious- 

ly given to him by a woman, who charitably bestowed a meal on him 

when he was a fugitive in disguise. AcBar; his inquiries into Hindu 

literature, part of it transfused into Persian, at an expense to him of 

three crores of rupees. He died H. 1014. His son Jenancuir—in- 
temperance ; other habits ; attachment and gifts to NouRMAHAL ; notice 

of the Bengal soubah, held by the younger brother of NouRMAHAL,. 
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who abusing his trust was ordered to be beheaded, but escaped by her 

contrivance. Anecdote of three lime-kilns kept ready by the Shah for the 

death of himself, of NourMAHAL and her brother, in case of emergency. 

AURUNGZEBE. The Mahrattas; various details ; foundation of Aurun- 

gabad H.1060. Notices of Aprz Suan, and the ruler at Hyderabad. 
Magnificent tomb ; details of tributaries). AuruNGzKBxr’s behaviour to- 

wards his father and brothers. Affairs of the Panjab and of Gujerat. 

Mention introduced of Anagundi Ginjce, and other Carndtaca countries. 

Vellore, Ginjee, Arnee, Tanjore, governed by him. War with Sfuogtr, 

chief of the Mahrattas. Death of S1rost raja ; crowning of SAHosr 

who ruled in Sattard. The Pddshéh sent ZuLFEcar Ku&n to conquer 
the Carnatic ; fought with the Mahrattas, took Ginjee. Mention of 
Dav’pD SHan; made Killaddr of Ginjee. ZuLtFecaR Kuan returned. 

The Mahrattas attacked him; details of the Mahratias. ARUNGZEBE 

sent his son AsurpH Suan to Bengal. Arrangement for his sons pre- 

vious to his death, which took place in H. 1119. Various details con- 

cerning his successor. Details relative to some Amiérs of the palace. 

Other matters down to H. 1131, when Munammap Suau became. 

Piddshih. He sent out a firman to various kings as far as to Arcot. 

- Various details inclusive of Carnatic afiairs down to NADIR Suan. 

AHMED SHAH, subsequent matters. 

Section 6th.— Concerning the Mahrattas and the Tuluva country. 

The country referred to in this section lies between the Nerbudda 

and Toomboodra rivers (the Mirmathi and Tiimbidra). That land 

used to give tribute during the Dwapara-yuga to the kings of Has- 

tindpurt, down to the time of JANAMEJEYA. SALIVAHANA was 

born, an illegimate child of a brahman, at Mingwilpatnan at, or near 

to Réma-giri (or Dowlutabad). He made extensive conquests even to 

the Cauvery river. He overcame VicRAMADITYA, and placed the son 

of the latter on his throne as a tributary, at Oujemn. Many other kings 

ruled for 4000 years. 
Transition to the land of Tuluva and the upper Carndtaca-désam. A 

shepherd of the Curumba tribe did service to arisht, or ascetic, who dis- 
covered to him hidden treasure, with which the shepherd quitting that 

occupation raised troops, and laid the foundation of Anacdndai, and 

afterwards of Bijayanagaram. He was named PRAVADA-DEVA-RAYER 

No mention of intervening matters down to NARASINGA-DEVA-RAYER, 
who introduced a new dynasty. 

Section 7th.—On the Hassan dynasty of the Deccan kingdom. 

This kingdom began with Hassan a contemporary with RAMA-DEVA 
of the foregoing race. He was of humble origin. A brahman saw 
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him sleeping in the sun, his face shaded by the hood of a cobra-capella, 

and thence prognosticated his future greatness. At a time when a 

sovereign was wanted, and an elephant with a wreath of flowers on its 

trunk was deputed to fix on the proper person, the animal selected 

Hassan from a multitude of people, and deposited the wreath on his 

head. He was in consequence chosen king......... ...... 

(In this place some palm leaves of the copy are wanting: how many 

cannot be determined, as the Ne. of the page is uniformly reckoned 

from the beginning of the section. Spare sheets will be left in the bind- 

ing up of the restored copy, sufficient to allow of the filling in, should 

the deficient matter be hereafter recovered. There is so close a coin- 

cidence between the beginning of the section, and the account given by 

FERISHTA of the commencement of the kingdom of the Deccan, that 

possibly the whole section may only have been an abridgment of FERtsHTA 

received by the author NarrdAyanen from Muhammadans at Arcot. 

If so the loss is immaterial ; but if otherwise, it is much to be regretted 

as a check on the mendacious FERIsaTa is very desirable.) 

Section 8.—Concerning the lower Carndtaca country. 

Definitive boundaries of the Carnatic. The Ténda-mandalam, capi-~ 

tal Conjeveram. The Canara country, capital Seringapatam. The 

Chélo-mandalam, capital here said to be Chenjt, ( Ginjee.) Chola-desam 

on the Cawery, its capital Tanjore. Tothe south Pdndiya-mandalam, - 
capital Madura with Trichtnopoly. Sera-mandalam, capital Tiru-nagari. 
Kerala desam, capital Ananta-sayanam. Telinga-desam, capital Kolo- 
eondai ( Golconda).—Revennes of those different kmgdoms. The Kerala, 
Péandiya, Chola, and other rajas were tributaries to the royal house of 
Hastinapuri. Some notice of the incarnations of the emblems of Vishnu 
(the Chank, Chacra, &c.) in the persons of Ma’ner, SADUGOPA’RVAR and 
others. Notice of Manica, VAsacer and Sampnatar; their polemical 
contests with the Samunar (Bauddhas or Jainas). Subsequent to that 
time the Vaishnava sect experienced a depreciation, owing to the 
ascendency gained by the Saivas. Notice of Tamil poets, ComBAN, 
PucrrentTan, Orta-cuTan. CamBan composed his poetical version of 
the Ramdyanan in Sal. Sac. 807. Notice of some Chola kings. The 
Vaishnava teacher Ramanvsa flourished Sal. Sac. 939. TriBuuva- 
NA CHACRAVERTI became Suntara Paundiya dever, Fusly 460, Vira 
Panpiya CuoLan was his son. RAMANUJa lived in his time. (These 
points and dates considered as the author's testimony are very important 
as a check on accounts by the Saivas.) Notice of the first inroad made. 
by the Muhammadans into the Carnatic. Many details concerning 
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Crinu-canda-cholan; of RAMANuUJA and the Muhammadans; Carr- 

cARA CHOoLAN flourished 570 Fusly. ViLLipuTTuRaR, a poet in the 

Conga desam, translated the Mahabharata into Tamil verse at the promis- 

ed reward of five gold huns each stanza (of four lines). On his task being 
finished, the king gave him only five fanams each stanza. Story of NanpI 

aking of the Chola country, his hunt of a pig, which in the end became 

metamorphosed into afigure of Vishnu inthe Vardha-avatara, a shrine 

was built on the spot. Origin of Chenji (or Ginjee). A treasure was 

discovered by one ANANTAKON a shepherd, who raised troops therewith, 

and getting aid “from other chiefs, established himself as a raja, Gin- 

jee being his capital ; this was Fusly year 600. He cut a canal for irri- 

gation near Zinomali which in the course of time having become filled 
up, was restored by the nabob Wartasan, F. 1184. ANANTAKON 
gave to his tribe the name of Sammanamdnar. He was succeeded 
by CrisHnakon, F. 650. Gonerrixon, F. 680, both of them built 

sacred edifices. His son was Govinpakon, Fusly 700. VaLtiyakon, | 

Fusly 720, he made roads, choultries, &c. The dynasty now gave way 

before a Curumba tribe named Vaudaga Yediar (north country shep- 

herds): the first king of this tribe was Kope-Linean, F. 740. He 

built a brick fort at Chentamangalam. He formed some tanks, and 

left others unfinished. In his time, his feudatories built several forts 

with bricks in different places, as Asupir, Pelacupir, Cupam, Cohir, 

&c. He formed channels to bring down streams for irrigation from 

mountain springs; among which the one named Kobilingan Juvi re- 

mains to this day. He ruled with great equity. Afterwards, F. 800, 

‘Narasinca Upryar became viceroy, the Maharayer of Anacondai, 

_Vijayanagaram, and Pennacondai sent an army against the aforesaid 

KoBILinGAN, and having conquered the country he delivered it over to 

NarAsinca Upiyar to be held as a fief sending tribute to the rayer. 

A donation was made toa fane or temple, Sal. Sac. 1332 (A. D. 1410). 

About thistime the raja of Vandiwash named Buupari rsyver Uptyar 
ruled according to an inscription dated in Sal. Sac. 1341. Vira-visaya 

RAYER was also ruler over that district. VALLALA RAYER ruled, F.750. 

_ He made additions to the shrine at Trinomali. He paid tribute to the 

yayer. After he fell the country being divided among petty chiefs 

became subject to CrisHNa-DEVa-RA4YER. He sent a great army into 

the Carnatic, said to have consisted of 100,000 men, under the command 

of chiefs named VaiyapaA NAYAKER, TuBAKI, CRISHNAPA NAYAKER, 

Visaya R&GHAVA NayakER, and VENKITAPA NAYAKuER. In F. 

870 VANYAPA NAYAKER came and collected tribute extensively. He 

encamped near Vellore. The chief at Chittoor, and other petty chiefs 
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of the Tondamandalam had an interview with him. He fixed their 

rate of tribute. Mention is made among others of Bomma-reddi of 

Calastri. The rdyer’s general afterwards went to Ginjee. The chiefs 
of the Chola-mandalam had an interview with him, and their tribute was 

also settled. VaryAPA NAYAKER continued at Ginjee with his army. 

He gave it in charge to the subordinate generals to go and levy tribute 

on the Pandya, Chola, and Chera kingdoms. In Tanjore, Trichinopoly, 
Madura and Tiru-nagari, the kings respectfully answered to the demand. 

Thus the eastern Carnataca (as distinguished from Mysore, &c.) 

became subject to the rdyer. He derived three crores of rupees 

from this country, and in consequence he divided the whole into three 
parts, under three viceroys. CriSHNAPA NAYAKER at Ginjee, govern- 

ed the country from Nellore to the river Coleroon; VisayA RAGHAVA 

at Tanjore, governed the fertile country washed by the Cauvery river; 

and to VENKITAPA NAYAKER, was assigned the country south of the 

latter. Notices follow of the proceedings of these viceroys. A Muham- 

madan coalition was formed against the rayer. The principal vice- 

roy of the latter was recalled, with his troops; and TuBaxt NAYAKER 

thenceforward assumed independency at Ginjee. His successors with 

their dates and proceedings are mentioned. ‘The last of them Appa 

NAYAKER is described as weak and vicious to an extreme. He came 

to the throne, F. 1030, and in his time a Muhammadan confederacy, 

the formation of which is ascribed to the treachery of Bomma raja of 
Chingleput, brought down a deluge of Muhammadan troops into the low- 

er Carnatic. The siege of Ginjee, and its capture, after great resistance 

are described with considerable force and spirit, and at much length as 

the author is writing about his native place. The proceedings of VisAva 

Racuava at Tanjore are also alluded to: he purchasedpeace. Tirvu- 

MALA NAYAKER of Madura, by the assistance of the Collaries routed 

and repelled the Muhammadans, who returned discomfited to Gunjee. 

Irruption of the Mahrattas into the country. Seizure of Tanjore. 

Tribute imposed by them on other places. Proceedings of Sevaji in the 

lower Carnatic. Arrival of the English at Chennapatnam (Madras ). 
Notice of other Europeans. From this time forwards, there is a minute 

and generally correct detail of the proceedings of the English and French 
in connexion with the nabob on the one part, and CuunDaA saheb, &c- 

on the other part. The French capture of Ginjee is circumstantially 

stated. The whole of the connected and subsequent transactions are 
interwoven with details as to motives on the part of native princes, 

such as perhaps our English historians, who have gone over the same 

ground, may not have so fully known. Hyper Axi and Tippo’s pro- 
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ceedings: are fully described; and the commanding interest of the nar- 

rative may be considered to close with the final capture of Seringapa- 

tam, and its celebration at. Madras. The author, however, conti- 

nues his narrative onwards a few years later ; and closes with a reference 

to the regulation of the Arcot country, and its management. by his 

patron, Colonel W. Mac eon, as Commissioner. 

Remark.—In a general retrospect of the contents of this large 

manuscript, it appears that the suggestion of an English gentleman, 

produced. that rare result a native Hindu historian, writing under the 

influence of good sense, and in conformity to a prevailing degree, with 
European notions of history. In an abstract I have not felt myself 

obliged to verify or compare his dates and facts with other authorities. 

_ There are probably some anachronisms and errors; but the value of the 

whole seems to me considerable, and the eighth section, down to the 

arrival of the English, invaluable. To me that matter is new, and with 

the incidential coincidences derivable from other papers in this col- 
lection a narrative may now be carried upwards, with some degree of 

certainty, to the era of CRISHNA RAYER; above which there is only 

a short interval of anarchy till we reach the regular Chola government. 

The whole manuscript, but especially the first half of the eighth Section, 
ought, I am of opinion, to be carefully translated and edited. 

Prof. Witson’s notice of this MS. (Des. Cat. Vol. I. p. 199,) is as 

- follows :— 

“XJ. Keméta-rdjakal, a Palm leaves, 6 ditto, ¢ ditto, d ditto. An 

account of the sovereigns of the Carnatic. After a short notice of 

YupuisnTira, and his brethren, and of some Hindu princes of the 

lunar family, the MS. gives an account of the Mogul sovereigns of 

Hindustan, and the family of Nizam Axi. MS. 0 is an abridgment.” _ 

On reading this notice I went to the college, and searched for a second 

copy without succeeding in finding one. This copy is much injured by 

insects. I shall be gratified if eventually I may succeed in effecting one 

completely restored copy. 

[ To be continued. } 

Note. Since the above was set up in type we have received information, 

that Mr. Taylor’s analysis will be printed in the Madras Journal. This does 

not deter us from publication inasmuch as our readers are for the greater part 

distinct. On the other hand if is most remote from our wishes to be thought 

guilty of forestalling our brother editor. We have both a claim to the materials, 

-~—he from his connection with the place of their deposit—-we from having re-— 

commended their being entrusted to Mr. Taylor for examination ; and we should 

be thankful to him for the opportunity afforded of making widely known the re- 

sult of his successful labours.—Ep. 


